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EVIDENCE     Student ID Number 
MIDTERM FALL 2019 
Professor Coyne 
 
 
Ethics is knowing the difference between what you have a right to do  
 
and what is right to do. Potter Stewart 
 
 

Use your student ID number on the blue book and examination.  Write legibly 
and coherently.  You have 80 minutes to complete this examination.  Nothing other 
than a writing instrument is permitted at your desk or near your person.  Cellphones 
are to be powered off and placed at the front of the room with the rest of your personal 
items.  Violation of these rules constitutes misconduct and will be referred to the 
Disciplinary Committee. 
 

Your knowledge of the law, analysis of the issues, and your clear expression of 
that analysis all contribute to your grade. 
              

PART ONE 

Question One 

Scott Ramires lives with his wife Kay in Providence Rhode Island. Ramires 
works as a bus driver for the MBTA in Attleboro, Massachusetts. Since 2016, Scott 
Ramires smoked e-cigarettes made by DIMI Labs Inc., which he regularly purchased 
at the Walgreens near his home.  DIMI Labs Inc. is a Delaware corporation that is 
headquartered in Boston, Massachusetts. Walgreens is the nation’s largest drug store 
chain. 
 

Ramires was hospitalized in July with severe lung damage and has been unable 
to work since that time.  His 22-year-old daughter Isabel began vaping as a high 
school sophomore and is now very sick from vaping the DIMI product.  Nationwide, 
more than 450 people are known to be suffering from potentially fatal illnesses 
connected to using e-cigarettes or vaping. 
 

DIMI – manufactured by DIMI Labs – is the popular USB-shaped smoking 
device that has recently captivated the e-cigarette market. Contrary to DIMI Labs’ 
claims that DIMIing is a safer alternative to smoking cigarettes, recent studies by the 
National Institute of Health have found that DIMI and other e-cigarettes actually 
expose users to a number of dangerous health risks. 
 

The most common injury associated with vapor exposure is “popcorn lung”, a 
rare condition that damages the lungs small airways, making it difficult to breathe and 
if untreated, can quickly degenerate into total fatal respiratory collapse. 
 

The Ramires have filed suit in Federal Court against DIMI and Walgreens for 
damages.  

 
What arguments would you expect on the following evidentiary issues that will 

arise at trial next month? 
 
 a.  Testimony from defense witnesses that Isabel is a dangerous drug trafficker. 
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 b.  Security video taken at the Walgreens parking lot showing Scott Ramires 
purchasing illegal THC vaping products. 
 
 c.  Text messages obtained from Scott’s cell phone that he sent to his brother 
saying, “I think the pot vaping did this to me.” 
 
 d.  Testimony and an animation created by Dr. Sunny Ziobro head of the lung 
unit at Massachusetts General Hospital which depicts how popcorn lung begins and 
spreads to consume the lungs cutting off all airways.  The testimony and animation 
explain and show in detail popcorn lung disease. 
 
 e.  Testimony from the National Institute of Health’s chief researcher that DIMI 
Chief Executive Officer Kelly told the chief researcher “we know it’s a problem but 
there’s billions to be made here.” 
 
 f.  The National Institute of Health report finding that DIMI exposes users to a 
number of dangerous health risks. 
 
 Discuss how you would rule on these issues. 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

 
PART TWO 

 
Circle your ruling and briefly explain your rationale.  Use the Federal rules. 
 
QUESTION 1 
 

U.S. Government charges Hugh, George and Daniel with possession of cocaine 
with the intent to distribute for trying to sell cocaine to undercover officer Jackie of 
A.T.F.  Hugh told A.T.F. Agent Jackie that he, George and Daniel were selling 
cocaine and if Jackie wanted to buy the entire load it was $50,000.  When George was 
trying to complete the transaction with Agent Jackie, George was arrested. At the 
police station George told Agent Jackie that he, Hugh and Daniel had been selling 
cocaine for two years to pay for law school and Daniel had picked up the latest 
shipment in Canada and brought it to Hugh. Hugh and Daniel were then also arrested. 
George pled guilty.  At their trial, A.T.F. Agent Jackie is called to testify regarding her 
conversation at the police station with George.  Jackie’s testimony is: 
 
Admissible?   
Inadmissible?    
Reasoning______________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
QUESTION 2 
 

Christopher is arrested for assault and battery of a household member for 
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assaulting his wife Bella.  Christopher left their home and went to his mother’s house. 
The next day, Bella called 911 and told the police officer who arrived that she wanted  
Christopher arrested as “he tried to strangle me yesterday and he could rot in jail for 
all I care”.  Bella refuses to testify at Christopher’s trial.  Government calls police 
officer to testify to Bella’s statements made to officer. 
  
Admissible? 
Inadmissible?    
Reasoning_______________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
QUESTION 3 
 

Government charges Jean with arson in Federal Court claiming that in 2012, 
while she was running Papa Pete’s Pizza, Jean burned the store down. Government 
calls two witnesses who claim they were at Irving Gas that night and saw Jean 
purchase two gallons of gasoline.  The testimony is… 
 
Admissible? 
Inadmissible? 
Reasoning___________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
QUESTION 4 
 

Kiara is charged with bank fraud in connection with a loan she obtained.  She 
testifies and denies she did it.  The Government then seeks to ask Kiara about her 
conviction in December of 2013 for embezzlement for which she received probation.  
The judge denies the Government’s inquiry.  Judge’s ruling was 
 
Permissible?     
Impermissible?    
Reasoning___________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
QUESTION 5 
 

Pam sues Celine for damage to her motorcycle that was stolen and totaled.  Pam 
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calls Thomas to testify.  Thomas and Celine were lovers who were previously 
hospitalized on numerous occasions for substance abuse and mental health issues.  
Thomas is called to testify that he and Celine had been smoking crack all weekend 
and were as high as they’ve ever been when he thinks Celine took Pam’s motorcycle 
on a joy ride and crashed it.  Celine objects to the proposed testimony.  The testimony 
is 
  
Admissible? 
Inadmissible? 
Reasoning_______________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
  

 
PART THREE 

 
 
 
When can the unavailability exceptions to the Hearsay rule be used?  
 
 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
What are the unavailability exceptions to the Hearsay Rule? 
 
 
1._______________________________________________________________ 
 
 
2.________________________________________________________________                         
                                   
 
3._______________________________________________________________  
 
 
4. _______________________________________________________________ 
 
 
5. _______________________________________________________________ 
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       ________________________________ 
EVIDENCE     Student ID Number 
MIDTERM FALL 2018 
Professor Coyne 
 
 
“Ethics is knowing the difference between what you have a right to do  
 
and what is right to do.” Potter Stewart 
 
 

Use your student ID number on the blue book and examination.  Write legibly 
and coherently.  You have 80 minutes to complete this examination.  Nothing other 
than a writing instrument is permitted at your desk or near your person.  Cellphones 
are to be powered off and placed at the front of the room with the rest of your personal 
items.  Violation of these rules constitutes misconduct and will be referred to the 
Disciplinary Committee. 
 

Your knowledge of the law, analysis of the issues and your clear expression of 
that analysis all contribute to your grade. 
              

PART ONE 

Question One 

Former NFL star and convicted murderer Luis Brooks is on trial again — this 
time over accusations he murdered Imani Jeeves and Kathryn Hogan in a drive-by 
shooting outside of a Boston nightclub in 2017. The federal civil rights and murder 
trial against the former NFL player begins next month with a number of legal issues 
still needing to be resolved. 

 
Brooks had a brief altercation inside Blackacre Cabaret with Jeeves and Hogan 

after one of them bumped into him and then gave him the finger. The Government 
contends that two hours later, Brooks opened fire on the women’s car as they waited 
at a traffic light a short distance away from the nightclub. 

 
The prosecution’s case offers the testimony of their star witness, Alejandro 

Tristian, a former friend of Brooks. Tristian was in the same SUV as Brooks when the 
shooting occurred. Later, Brooks allegedly shot Tristian in the face after the incident. 
Although Tristian survived the attack, he lost his right eye. Brooks is not facing 
charges in that shooting. 

 
 
You are the trial judge sitting in Federal District Court and must rule on the 

admissibility of the following pieces of evidence: 
 
 

a. Testimony from defense witnesses that Tristian is a dangerous drug 
trafficker who went to high school with the two women. 

 
b. Security video from Blackacre Cabaret showing the alleged exchange 

where the women bumped into Brooks and then gave him the finger. 
 
c. Text messages from Brooks’ cell phone minutes before the shooting to 

his live-in partner, Brian Stevens, saying, “I’m getting even with those bitches”. 
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d. Testimony and an animation by security expert, Dr. Courtney 
Franchesca, who previously worked as head of the FBI’s Boston office. The testimony 
and animation explain and show the manner in which the murders were committed. 

 
e. A document indicating that in 2014 Brooks was convicted of murdering 

Michael Christian.  
 
f. Testimony from Police Detective Ardalan that he believes Brooks shot 

Tristian in the face after the incident in an effort to silence him. 
 
g. Photographs of the badly bullet-riddled bodies of the two victims, Hogan 

and Jeeves, taken immediately after the shootings. 
 
h. Tristian’s earlier statements to the police that neither he nor Brooks had 

anything to do with the murders. 
  
Discuss how you would rule on these issues. 

 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 

PART TWO 
 
Circle your ruling and briefly explain your rationale.  Use the Federal rules. 
 
QUESTION 1 
 

U.S. Government charges Ben, Gary and Marvin with possession of cocaine 
with the intent to distribute for trying to sell cocaine to undercover officer Stacy Jenn 
of A.T.F.  Gary told A.T.F. Agent Jenn that he, Ben and Marvin were selling cocaine 
and if Jenn wanted to buy the entire load it was $50,000.  When Gary was trying to 
complete the transaction with Agent Jenn, Gary was arrested. Kilos of cocaine were 
found in Ben’s car. At the police station Ben told Agent Jenn that he, Gary and 
Marvin had been selling cocaine for two years to pay for law school and Marvin had 
picked up the latest shipment in Canada and brought it to Ben. Gary and Marvin were 
then also arrested. At their trial, A.T.F. Agent Jenn is called to testify regarding her 
conversation at the police station with Ben.  Jenn’s testimony is: 
 
Admissible?   
Inadmissible?    
Reasoning______________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
QUESTION 2 
 
 Ben and Shayla sue Car Leasing Inc. for negligence as a result of a car accident. 
 They call an expert witness in accident reconstruction, Bo Pez.  After testifying about 
his extensive qualifications, Pez proposes to testify and show a video reenactment of 
the accident that he prepared depicting the Defendant’s truck crossing into the 
Plaintiff’s lane of travel at an excessive speed.  Car Leasing Inc. objects arguing that 
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the proposed reenactment was done in late September after the roadway had been 
repaired from the damage done from the accident and the crash under review took 
place in early July.  The Plaintiff’s proposed evidence is  
 
Admissible? 
Inadmissible?    
Reasoning_______________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
QUESTION 3 
 

Government charges Jean with arson in Federal Court claiming that in 2012, 
while she was running Papa Pete’s Pizza, Jean burned the store down. Government 
calls two witnesses who saw Jean purchase gasoline that night and both testified to 
that fact.  As part of its case in chief, the Government also calls Karen to testify that 
she resides in Newburyport--the same town as Jean—she knows Jean’s reputation, and 
Jean is known in the community as an untruthful person. 
 
Admissible? 
Inadmissible? 
Reasoning___________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
QUESTION 4 
 

Christin is charged with bank fraud in connection with a loan he obtained.  He 
testifies and denies he did it.  The Government then seeks to ask Christin about his 
conviction in December of 2013 for embezzlement for which he received probation.  
The judge denies the Government’s inquiry.  Judge’s ruling was 
 
Permissible?     
Impermissible?    
Reasoning___________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
QUESTION 5 
 

Alberto sues Christopher for damage to his motorcycle that was stolen and 
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totaled.  Alberto calls Brandi to testify.  Brandi and Christopher were lovers who were 
previously hospitalized on numerous occasions for substance abuse and mental health 
issues.  Brandi is called to testify that she and Christopher had been smoking crack all 
weekend and were as high as they’ve ever been when she thinks Christopher took 
Alberto’s motorcycle on a joy ride and crashed it.  Christopher objects to the proposed 
testimony.  The testimony is 
  
Admissible? 
Inadmissible? 
Reasoning_______________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
  

 
PART THREE 

 
 
 
When can the unavailability exceptions to the Hearsay rule be used?  
 
 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
What are the unavailability exceptions to the Hearsay Rule? 
 
 
1._______________________________________________________________ 
 
 
2.________________________________________________________________                         
                                   
 
3._______________________________________________________________  
 
 
4. _______________________________________________________________ 
 
 
5. _______________________________________________________________ 
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       ________________________________ 
EVIDENCE     ID Number 
MIDTERM FALL 2014   
Professor Coyne 
 

Fairness is what justice really is. 
 

Potter Stewart 
 

  
Use your examination number on the examination.  Write legibly and 

coherently.  You have 80 minutes to complete this examination.  Nothing other than a 
writing instrument is permitted at your desk or near your person.  Cellphones are to be 
powered off and placed at the front of the room with the rest of your personal items.  
Violation of these rules constitutes misconduct and will be referred to the Disciplinary 
Committee. 
 

Your knowledge of the law, analysis of the issues and your clear expression of 
that analysis contribute to your grade. 
              
 
 

PART ONE 

Question One 

The Plaintiff, George Michael’s SUV careened off the road after he took the 

Attention Deficit Disorder drug Dexy. He suffered near fatal injuries. He had 

purchased the prescription at his local URDRUGSTORE. The injury occurred on 

April 1, 2012. His ex-wife, Natalie Michaels, was also injured in the crash. 

Michaels contends that the injuries resulted from the negligent distribution, 

manufacture and prescribing of a drug that was far too powerful with serious 

adverse side effects. He sued URDRUGSTORE, Johnson & Johnson 

Pharmaceuticals, the manufacturer of the drug and Dr. Tompkins, his treating 

physician. The Defendants all maintain that Mr. Michaels improperly used the drug. 

You are the trial attorney for the Plaintiff. Please discuss what you would do about 

the following: 

A.  Testimony from Sister Gabriela Fiori, an eyewitness to the event, who 

was driving the orphans that she takes care for the convent she oversees. She 

proposes to testify that she saw the car speeding down the highway weaving in and 
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out of traffic and then saw the accident. She says Mr. Michaels driving caused the 

crash. 

B.  Color photographs taken at the hospital by his lawyer showing a very 

badly bruised Mr. Michaels with one photo showing the stump from Mr. Michaels 

amputated hand. 

C.  Expert testimony prepared by the Defendants that they intend to offer 

that utilizes an animation as a reenactment of the crash showing Mr. Michaels’ 

SUV speeding and swerving into the other lane of traffic.  

D. Statements made by George Michaels to Holy Family hospital 

personnel that he knew he should not be driving that morning as he had been up all 

night partying at a strip club. 

E. Evidence that six years ago Mr. Michaels was convicted of mail fraud 

in a scheme to defraud Harvard Pilgrim Health Care. 

F. Testimony from Natalie Michaels that she saw George Michaels ingest 

six pills early that morning and he confided to her at that time that he “just wanted 

to end it all.” 

__________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

PART TWO 
 

Circle your ruling and briefly explain your rationale.  Use the Federal rules. 
 
QUESTION 1 
 
 Paul sues Wesley for damage to his motorboat.  Paul calls Grace to testify.  
Grace and Wesley previously lived together and had a very bitter breakup.  Grace is 
called to testify that she and Wesley had been smoking marijuana when Wesley 
tossed what was left of the joint towards the motorboat and the motorboat then 
exploded.  Wesley objects to the proposed testimony.  The testimony is 
 
Admissible?     
Inadmissible? 
Reasoning_______________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
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_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
 
QUESTION 2 
 
 Nick is charged with bank fraud in connection with a mortgage loan he 
obtained.  He testifies and denied he was the person responsible for the problem.  
The Government then seeks to ask Nick about his conviction in December of 2008 
for mail fraud.  The judge denies the Government’s inquiry.  Judge’s ruling was 
 
Permissible?     
Impermissible?    
Reasoning_______________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
QUESTION 3 
 
 Christina and Shawn sue Trucks Inc. for negligence as a result of a car 
accident.  They call an expert witness in accident reconstruction, Obed Lovely. 
After testifying about his extensive qualifications, Lovely proposes to testify and 
show a video reenactment of the accident that he prepared depicting the 
Defendant’s truck crossing into the Plaintiff’s lane of travel at an excessive speed.  
Trucks Inc. objects arguing that the proposed reenactment was done in late 
September after the guardrail had been repaired and the accident under review took 
place in early July.  The Plaintiff’s proposed evidence is 
 
Admissible? 
Inadmissible?    
Reasoning_______________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
QUESTION 4 
 
 
 Government charges Chris with Grand Larceny in Federal Court. In 2012, 
while he was working at Massachusetts Insurance Company, Chris forged three 
checks taking $100,000 from the Massachusetts Insurance Company. Government 
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found two witnesses who saw Chris write out the checks and cash them as part of 
his scheme. As part of its case in Chief, the Government calls Jeanne to testify that 
she resides in Newburyport--the same town as Chris-- knows his reputation and he 
is known in the community as a dishonest person. 
 
Admissible? 
Inadmissible? 
Reasoning_______________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
QUESTION 5 
  

U.S. Government charges Josie, Catherine and Angelo with conspiracy to 
distribute cocaine and possession of cocaine.  The three were found in a black 
Mercedes at Chili’s in Andover by Officer David Kant of A.T.F.  When the three 
were individually questioned outside Chili’s, Angelo told A.T.F. Agent Kant that 
the three of them were selling cocaine to pay for law school, the drugs were in the 
trunk, and if he would let them all go, they’d split the drugs and the $50,000 in cash 
in the trunk with him.  During an inventory search, the trunk was opened and the 
drugs were found.  At their trial, A.T.F. Agent Kant is called to testify regarding his 
conversation with Angelo.  The Agent’s testimony is: 
 
Admissible?   
Inadmissible?    
Reasoning_______________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 

 
 

USE BACK OF PAGE IF NECESSARY 
 

PART THREE 
 
 
Any, Any, Any____________________________________________________ 
 
 
_________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Unless___________________________________________________________ 
                                                                                                                       
 
Or________________________________________________________________                        
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Or______________________________________________________________ 
 
 
__________________________________________________________________                         
                                                               
 
Or it’s a prior ____________________________________________________       
 
 
And it is 
 
A.  ______________________________________________________________ 
 
     
B. ______________________________________________________________  
 
 
C. ______________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Under what circumstances can one use the unavailability exceptions? 
 
 
1._______________________________________________________________ 
 
 
2.________________________________________________________________                          
                                  
 
3._______________________________________________________________  
 
 
4. _______________________________________________________________ 
 
 
What are the unavailability exceptions to the hearsay rule? 
 
 
1. _______________________________________________________________ 
 
 
2. _______________________________________________________________ 
 
 
3. _______________________________________________________________ 
 
 
4. _______________________________________________________________ 
 
 
5.  _______________________________________________________________ 
 

Evidence.midtermFall2014/coyne/evidence 



       ________________________________ 
EVIDENCE     Exam Number 
MIDTERM FALL 2016 
Professor Coyne 
 

Fairness is what justice really is. 
 

Potter Stewart 
 

Use your examination number on the blue book and examination.  Write legibly 
and coherently.  You have 90 minutes to complete this examination.  Nothing other 
than a writing instrument is permitted at your desk or near your person.  Cellphones are 
to be powered off and placed at the front of the room with the rest of your personal 
items.  Violation of these rules constitutes misconduct and will be referred to the 
Disciplinary Committee. 
 

Your knowledge of the law, analysis of the issues and your clear expression of 
that analysis all contribute to your grade. 
              

PART ONE 

Question One 

Bill decided to paint the gutters on his two-story house, so he went to Home 
Depot and bought a twenty foot ladder manufactured by Best Ladder and a can of 
house paint manufactured by Best Paint Company. Bill then leaned the ladder against 
the side of his house, went up to the top of the ladder holding the can of paint and a 
paintbrush, and began to paint the gutters. A few minutes later, the handle to the can of 
paint broke, which resulted in Bill lurching to one side, causing one of the steps on the 
ladder to collapse. Bill then fell twenty feet to the ground, causing him to suffer serious 
bodily injuries and leaving his left arm paralyzed. Two and a half years later, Bill filed 
suit in Federal Court against Home Depot, Best Ladder, and Best Paint Company for 
his injuries. During the trial of this matter, the trial judge admitted the following 
evidence over objection: 
 

a. Bill called an employee of the Consumer Products Safety Commission as a 
witness, who testified that the Commission had received a number of consumer 
complaints about injuries from using the same ladder. 
 

b. Bill testified that Best Ladder’s Chief Safety Officer Amy (a few months 
before her death in a car crash) told him at a meeting that the Best Ladder that Bill fell 
from was defective. 
 

c. Bill introduced a letter to him from Best Ladder’s President, sent shortly after 
the accident, which said that he was very sorry for Bill’s injuries. 
 

d. Best Paint Company impeached Bill on cross-examination by asking him 
about his conviction and sentencing, four years ago in Cambridge District Court, on a 
misdemeanor of uttering a forged instrument. 
 

e. Best Paint Company offered the video from Bill’s home surveillance system 
that shows how the accident happened. 

 
f. Best Ladder called Bill’s wife Priscilla to testify and introduced a text message 

from Bill to Priscilla in which he wrote: “I am so sorry baby. I was totally at fault for 
my accident as I drank a six-pack of beer just before I went up the ladder. Please 
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forgive me” 
 

g. On cross examination, Best Ladder asked Priscilla if she had previously lied 
about  how often she and Bill had sexual relations before the accident. 
 

h. The judge admitted a video animation of the ladder collapsing and hurling Bill 
to the ground in a bloody heap during Bill’s testimony. 
 

i. The judge admitted a day in the life film showing Bill needing a personal 
attendant to assist with his most basic needs while Bill’s doctor was testifying. 
 

In each instance, was the trial judge’s ruling to admit the evidence correct? 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

PART TWO 
 
Circle your ruling and briefly explain your rationale.  Use the Federal rules. 
 
QUESTION 1 
 
 Pete sues Gary for damage to his SUV that was stolen and burned.  Pete calls 
Janelle to testify.  Janelle and Gary were lovers who were previously hospitalized for 
substance abuse and mental health issues.  Janelle is called to testify that she and Gary 
had been smoking crack and were high when she saw Gary take Pete’s SUV on a joy 
ride.  Gary objects to the proposed testimony.  The testimony is 
 
Admissible?     
Inadmissible? 
Reasoning_______________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
 
QUESTION 2 
 
 Collin is charged with bank fraud in connection with a mortgage loan he 
obtained.  He testifies and denied he did it.  The Government then seeks to ask Collin 
about his conviction in December of 2008 for embezzlement for which he served 6 
months in jail.  The judge denies the Government’s inquiry.  Judge’s ruling was 
 
Permissible?     
Impermissible?    
Reasoning_______________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
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QUESTION 3 
 
 Gifty and Ruben sue Kat Inc. for negligence as a result of a car accident.  They 
call an expert witness in accident reconstruction, Dennis Andrew. After testifying 
about his extensive qualifications, Andrew proposes to testify and show a video 
reenactment of the accident that he prepared depicting the Defendant’s truck crossing 
into the Plaintiffs’ lane of travel at an excessive speed.  Kat Inc. objects arguing that 
the proposed reenactment was done in late September after the roadway had been 
repaired from the damage done from the accident and the crash under review took 
place in early July.  The Plaintiff’s proposed evidence is 
 
Admissible? 
Inadmissible?    
Reasoning_______________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
QUESTION 4 
 
 
 Government charges Tina with arson in Federal Court claiming that in 2012, 
while she was running Papa Pete’s Pizza, Tina burned the store down for the insurance 
proceeds.  Government calls two witnesses who saw Tina purchase gasoline that night 
and both testified to that fact.  As part of its case in chief, the Government also calls 
Marline to testify that she resides in Newburyport--the same town as Tina--knows 
Tina’s reputation and she is known in the community as a dishonest person. 
 
Admissible? 
Inadmissible? 
Reasoning_______________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
QUESTION 5 
  

U.S. Government charges Jen, Steven and Marvette with possession of heroin 
with the intent to distribute for trying to sell heroin to undercover officer Stacy Carson 
of A.T.F.  Jen and Marvette were with Steven when Steven told A.T.F. Agent Carson 
that the three of them were selling heroin to pay for law school, heroin was in the trunk 
of Jen’s car and if Carson wanted to buy the entire load it was $50,000.  At their trial, 
A.T.F. Agent Carson is called to testify regarding her conversation with Steven.  
Carson’s testimony is: 
 
 
Admissible?   
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Inadmissible?    
Reasoning_______________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 

 
USE BACK OF PAGE IF NECESSARY 

 
PART THREE 
 
 
Any, Any, Any____________________________________________________ 
 
 
_________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Unless___________________________________________________________ 
                                                                                                                       
 
Or________________________________________________________________                        
                                         
 
Or______________________________________________________________ 
 
 
__________________________________________________________________                         
                                                               
 
Or it’s a prior ____________________________________________________       
 
 
And it is 
 
A.  ______________________________________________________________ 
 
     
B. ______________________________________________________________  
 
 
C. ______________________________________________________________ 
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Under what circumstances can one use the unavailability exceptions to the hearsay role? 
 
 
1._______________________________________________________________ 
 
 
2.________________________________________________________________                          
                                  
 
3._______________________________________________________________  
 
 
4. _______________________________________________________________ 
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       ________________________________ 
EVIDENCE     Exam Number 
MIDTERM FALL 2017 
Professors Coyne and Dimitriadis 
 

Fairness is what justice really is. 
 

Potter Stewart 
 

Use your examination number on the blue book and examination.  Write legibly 
and coherently.  You have 90 minutes to complete this examination.  Nothing other 
than a writing instrument is permitted at your desk or near your person.  Cellphones are 
to be powered off and placed at the front of the room with the rest of your personal 
items.  Violation of these rules constitutes misconduct and will be referred to the 
Disciplinary Committee. 
 

Your knowledge of the law, analysis of the issues and your clear expression of 
that analysis all contribute to your grade. 
              

PART ONE 

Question One 

Former NHL star and convicted murderer Cory Menendez is on trial again — 
this time over accusations he murdered Danni  Jennings and Sally Sullivan in a drive-
by shooting outside of a Boston nightclub in 2016. The federal civil rights and murder 
trial against the former NHL player begins next month with a number of legal issues 
still needing to be resolved. 

 
Menendez had a brief altercation inside Blackacre Cabaret in Boston’s theater 

district with Jennings and Sally Sullivan after one of them bumped into him and then 
spit at him. The Government contends that Menendez took that as insult and that two 
hours later, Menendez opened fire on the women’s car as they waited at a traffic light a 
short distance away from the nightclub. 

 
The prosecution’s case seems to hinge on the testimony of their star witness, 

Alexander Bradley, a former friend of Menendez. Bradley was in the same silver SUV 
as Menendez when the shooting occurred and will testify for the Government. Later, 
Menendez allegedly shot Bradley in the face after the incident, in order to silence him. 
Although Bradley survived the attack, he lost his right eye. Menendez is not facing 
charges in that shooting. 

 
You are the trial judge sitting in Federal District Court and must rule on the 

admissibility of the following pieces of evidence: 
 

a. Testimony from defense witnesses that Bradley is a dangerous drug 
trafficker who went to high school with the two women. 

 
b. Security video from Blackacre showing the alleged altercation in which 

the women bumped into Menendez and then spit at him. 
 
c. Text messages from Menendez’s cell phone minutes before the shooting 

to his live-in partner, Shayanna Menendez, saying, “I’m getting even with those 
bitches”. 

 
d. Testimony and an animation by security expert, Dr. Bill Bratton, who 
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previously worked as head of the FBI’s Boston office. The testimony and animation 
explain and show how Menendez committed the murders. 

 
e. A document indicating that in 2014 Menendez was convicted of 

murdering Chris Lloyd.  
 
f. Testimony that Menendez shot Bradley in the face after the incident in an 

effort to silence him. 
 
g. Testimony that there have been  multiple consumer complaints that the 

arresting officer and chief investigator, Catania Rocklin, used excessive force in 
arresting people of color and after seeing the bullet riddled bodies of the two victims 
was overheard saying “we’ll get this spic”.  

 
h. Photographs of the bullet riddled bodies of the two victims taken 

immediately after the shootings. 
 
i. Bradley’s earlier statements to the police that neither of them had 

anything to do with the murders. 
  
Discuss how you would rule on these issues. 

 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 

PART TWO 
 
Circle your ruling and briefly explain your rationale.  Use the Federal rules. 
 
QUESTION 1 
 

U.S. Government charges Jen, Gary and Marvin with possession of cocaine with 
the intent to distribute for trying to sell cocaine to undercover officer Stacy Carson of 
A.T.F.  Gary told A.T.F. Agent Carson that he, Jen and Marvin were selling cocaine to 
pay for law school, and if Carson wanted to buy the entire load it was $50,000.  Gary, 
Jen and Marvin were all arrested.  Two kilos of cocaine were found in Jen’s car and at 
the police station Jen told Agent Carson that she, Gary and Marvin had been selling 
cocaine for two years to pay for law school and Marvin had picked up the latest 
shipment in Canada and brought it to Carson.  At their trial, A.T.F. Agent Carson is 
called to testify regarding her conversation with Jen at the police station.  Carson’s 
testimony is: 
 
Admissible?   
Inadmissible?    
Reasoning______________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
QUESTION 2 
 
 Joe and Shayla sue Car Leasing Inc. for negligence as a result of a car accident.  
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They call an expert witness in accident reconstruction, Bo Didley.  After testifying 
about his extensive qualifications, Didley proposes to testify and show a video 
reenactment of the accident that he prepared depicting the Defendant’s truck crossing 
into the Plaintiff’s lane of travel at an excessive speed.  Car Leasing Inc. objects 
arguing that the proposed reenactment was done in late September after the roadway 
had been repaired from the damage done from the accident and the crash under review 
took place in early July.  The Plaintiff’s proposed evidence is  
 
Admissible? 
Inadmissible?    
Reasoning_______________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
QUESTION 3 
 

Government charges Fatima with arson in Federal Court claiming that in 2012, 
while she was running Papa Pete’s Pizza, Fatima burned the store down for the 
insurance proceeds.  Government calls two witnesses who saw Fatima purchase 
gasoline that night and both testified to that fact.  As part of its case-in-chief, the 
Government also calls Karen to testify that she resides in Newburyport--the same town 
as Fatima--knows Fatima’s reputation and she is known in the community as a 
dishonest person. 
 
Admissible? 
Inadmissible? 
Reasoning___________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________________________
____________________________ 
QUESTION 4 
 

Christin is charged with bank fraud in connection with a loan he obtained.  He 
testifies and denied he did it.  The Government then seeks to ask Christin about his 
conviction in December of 2013 for embezzlement for which he received probation.  
The judge denies the Government’s inquiry.  Judge’s ruling was 
 
Permissible?     
Impermissible?    
Reasoning___________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________ 
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QUESTION 5 
 

Chaz sues Emmanuel for damage to his motorcycle that was stolen and totaled.  
Chaz calls Allana to testify.  Allana and Emmanuel were lovers who were previously 
hospitalized on numerous occasions for substance abuse and mental health issues.  
Allana is called to testify that she and Emmanuel had been smoking crack all weekend 
and were as high as they’ve ever been when she thinks Emmanuel took Chaz’s 
motorcycle on a joy ride and crashed.  Emmanuel objects to the proposed testimony.  
The testimony is 
  
Admissible? 
Inadmissible? 
Reasoning_______________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
  

 
USE BACK OF PAGE IF NECESSARY 
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PART THREE 
 
 
Any, Any, Any____________________________________________________ 
 
 
_________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Unless___________________________________________________________ 
                                                                                                                       
 
Or________________________________________________________________                        
                                         
 
Or______________________________________________________________ 
 
 
__________________________________________________________________                         
                                                               
 
Or it’s a prior ____________________________________________________       
 
 
Or it is 
 
A.  ______________________________________________________________ 
 
     
B. ______________________________________________________________  
 
 
C. ______________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
What are the unavailability exceptions to the Hearsay Rule? 
 
 
1._______________________________________________________________ 
 
 
2.________________________________________________________________                          
                                  
 
3._______________________________________________________________  
 
 
4. _______________________________________________________________ 
 
 
5. _______________________________________________________________ 
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SECTION ONE 

Question One 

 

Paul Plaintiff is a 59-year old resident of Boston, Massachusetts and, until a few 
years ago, a very successful lawyer. He used to be very athletic and found great 
enjoyment in an active lifestyle with his wife Eve and pet poodle, Jeeves. Now, 
however, Plaintiff gets most of his exercise at Amanda’s Rehab Center where he 
undergoes regular physical therapy. 
 
Paul has had his left hip joint replaced three times in the last 12 years by Doctor 
George Doolittle at Providence General Hospital Corp. in Providence, Rhode 
Island. He has endured five separate operations to repair damage caused by what 
he now believes is a defective product (the Stryker Rejuvenate Gold hip joint), Dr. 
Doolittle’s unfamiliarity with this product, and the unsanitary conditions at the 
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hospital. 
 
At the age of 47, Plaintiff underwent hip replacement with a Stryker Rejuvenate 
Gold metal-on-metal hip manufactured by Stryker Inc. of Ontario, Canada and 
distributed throughout the United States by Best Medical Devices Inc. of New 
York, New York. He claims the hip never functioned properly. Paul suffered so 
much back and groin pain that he had Dr. Doolittle perform exploratory urology 
surgery to determine the source of his pain. This left him impotent. He also 
experienced severe headaches, tinnitus (ringing in the ears), and sinus problems 
preventing him from working for long stretches of time reducing his yearly income 
to $50,000.  
 
Paul recently discovered that the FDA, Consumer Reports, and 60 Minutes 
investigated numerous consumer complaints concerning the safety of the Stryker 
Rejuvenate Gold product. Each of them determined that the Stryker Rejuvenate 
Gold had a failure rate of over 75% -- nearly three times the rate of failure of 
similar products -- and was likely to cause metallosis, a form of blood poisoning 
caused by shards of metal rubbing off of the new hip and entering the patient’s 
blood. Nationwide, individuals filed over 1,000 complaints with the Food and 
Drug Administration about the product and nearly 50 people died after receiving 
the Stryker Rejuvenate Gold product.  
 
After a hearing, because of its failure to comply with federal safety standards, the 
FDA ordered an immediate recall of the product.  
 
Over the years, Paul’s infection ate away at surrounding muscles and soft tissues, 
and every time Paul underwent surgery to address the issues, more infections set 
in. Paul recently contacted Dr. Ted Luther who intends to replace the defective 
Stryker Rejuvenate Gold hip device with a product manufactured by a different 
company, Allynsey Hip Products of Nashville, Tennessee.  
 
Plaintiff filed suit against Stryker, Dr. Doolittle and Providence General Hospital 
in Federal Court. 
 
During the trial of this matter, the following evidence was admitted by the trial 
judge over objection: 
 
1. Paul Plaintiff called Stryker’s head of design and engineering as a witness. 
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She testified that six months before the trial began, in order to make the Stryker 
Gold product less likely to cause poisoning, Stryker Inc. had changed the design 
and composition of Stryker Gold and renamed it the Stryker Platinum model. 
 
2. Paul Plaintiff testified that Stryker’s Chief Safety Officer, Zelda, confided to 
him in person at Amanda’s that she felt very guilty about “all those deaths” and 
that Stryker knew the product was defective but the “bean counters said it would 
be less expensive to pay the lawyers and any judgments that might occur than to 
recall 10,000 hip joints.” Zelda died a few months later in a car crash. 
 
3. Paul Plaintiff introduced an email to him from Stryker’s President, Jen 
Christian, sent shortly after the first hip replacement, which said that he was very 
sorry for Paul Plaintiff’s injuries and that her company would pay any of Paul 
Plaintiff’s medical expenses that were not covered by health insurance. 
 
4. Stryker Inc. impeached Paul Plaintiff on cross-examination by asking him 
about his conviction four years ago in Cambridge District Court, on a misdemeanor 
shoplifting charge. 
 
5. Stryker Inc. called Dr. Zack Steves, the President of Doctors’ Independent 
Medical Research, as a witness, who testified that his extensive investigation, 
research, and analysis has led him to conclude that metallosis can be caused by 
excessive cellphone use and because of Paul’s career as a lawyer he is highly likely 
to have developed metallosis from the use of that device. 
 
6. Stryker called Paul Plaintiff’s personal physician to testify that after his 
second hip replacement surgery Paul Plaintiff said to his doctor “I’m sure going 
skydiving all those years and those many hard falls caused this.” 
 
7. Upon questioning by Stryker, Eve testified over Paul’s objection that Paul 
Plaintiff had confessed to her, in private, that he just did not find her attractive 
anymore. 
 
8. The recall of the product and findings of the FDA, the Consumer Reports 
study and the 60 Minutes piece that aired on television. 
 
9. The promotional video posted on Facebook showing Plaintiff’s first hip 
replacement surgery conducted by Dr. Doolittle. 
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10. Complaints concerning Plaintiff to the Board of Bar Overseers charging that 
Plaintiff was incompetent and inept in conducting their trials. 
 
In each instance, was the trial judge’s ruling to admit the evidence correct? 
 
 

SECTION TWO 

 
Circle your decision and explain in the space provided on this exam. 
 
Question 1 

 
On trial for assault and battery, Defendant testifies and offers evidence of the 
victim's prior violent conduct in support of his self-defense claim that the victim 
was the initial aggressor in the fight with Defendant. In response, the U.S. Attorney 
offers evidence of Defendant's prior violent acts and the Defendant’s conviction 
three years ago for a misdemeanor convicting the Defendant of larceny by trick. 
Judge admits the testimony and evidence of conviction. 
 
Judge’s ruling was? 
 
Permissible   Reasoning 
 
Impermissible  
 
 
Question 2 

 
In a trial over a contested will, Plaintiff calls as a witness the testator's nephew who 
frequently visited his uncle and witnessed the will signing. The nephew plans to 
testify that in his opinion, the testator was often not aware of what was going on 
and was frequently “not right in the head” over the last few years. Judge allows the 
nephew to provide such testimony.  
 
Judge’s ruling was? 
 
Permissible   Reasoning 
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Impermissible 
 
 
Question 3 

 
At trial, while Client is testifying, Attorney refreshes Client's recollection by 
showing Client her journal describing her day-to-day activities following the 
accident.  The journal was kept by Client at Attorney’s request in order to convey 
confidential information from the Client to Attorney regarding Client’s progress. 
Adversary demands to review the journal. Client claims Attorney-Client Privilege 
and judge refuses adversary’s request to examine the journal.  
 
Judge’s ruling was? 
 
Permissible   Reasoning 
 
Impermissible 
 
Question 4 

 
Defendant is charged with civil rights violations against his former wife. At trial, 
the U.S. Attorney calls her as a witness as she is expected to testify that Defendant 
hit her with a bat after she went out with her friends. Wife refuses to testify 
claiming marital privilege and judge instructs the witness that she must answer or 
will be held in contempt. Witness continues to refuse to testify and judge finds her 
in contempt and places her in custody.  
 
Judge’s ruling was? 
 
Permissible   Reasoning 
 
Impermissible 
 
 
Question 5  

 
On trial for conspiracy and murder, Defendant claims that his severe mental illness 
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and hallucinations prevented him from having the requisite intent. Defendant calls 
his counselor as a witness to testify as to his mental illness and counseling 
sessions.   
On cross-examination, the U.S. Attorney seeks to elicit testimony that in 
Defendant's last session before the murder, he told his counselor that he felt much 
better, was in control of his actions, and that his hallucinations had stopped. 
Defendant objects and judge admits testimony over Defendant’s objection. 
 
Judge’s ruling was? 
 
Permissible   Reasoning 
 
Impermissible 
 
Question 6 

 
In a civil trial over damage to Plaintiff’s property, Plaintiff calls Witness to testify 
that Defendant's neighbor told Witness that he saw Defendant cause the damage. 
The neighbor was subsequently shot and killed by Defendant. The court admits the 
testimony.  
 
Judge’s ruling was? 
 
Permissible   Reasoning 
 
Impermissible 
 
 

Question 7 

 
In a slip and fall case, Defendant denies that it was his responsibility to maintain 
the sidewalk in front of his house, claiming that it is the city's property. At trial, 
Plaintiff seeks to introduce evidence that, two weeks after she was injured on the 
sidewalk, Defendant repaired the sidewalk area where Plaintiff fell by filling in the 
hole and leveling it. Defendant objects. Judge refuses to allow the information into 
evidence. 
 
Judge’s ruling was? 
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Permissible   Reasoning 
 
Impermissible  
 
 

Question 8 

 
Prosecution of Defendant for RICO violations. Defendant testifies that she did not 
do any of the acts claimed. On cross-examination, U. S. Attorney vigorously 
attacks Defendant’s credibility. Defendant calls Witness, a long-time friend who 
lives in the town, who proposes to testify that Defendant is known in their 
community as a truthful person. Judge refuses to admit such testimony.  
 
Judge’s ruling was? 
 
Permissible   Reasoning 
 
Impermissible  
 
Question 9 

 
Plaintiff sues employer for sexual harassment alleging that a hostile work 
environment had caused her to develop a stomach ulcer. At trial, the Plaintiff’s 
medical expert testified to the history and origin of the Plaintiff’s ulcer and stated 
that his opinion was based in part on information in a letter the Plaintiff’s personal 
physician had written to the Plaintiff’s employer, explaining why the Plaintiff had 
missed work. Plaintiff then offers the letter from Plaintiff’s doctor into evidence to 
prove the origin of the Plaintiff’s condition. Judge admits the letter. 
 
Judge’s ruling was? 
 
Permissible   Reasoning 
 
Impermissible  
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Question 10 

 
Defendant was charged with selling a controlled substance in a school zone. At 
trial, the Commonwealth introduced evidence that the Defendant was arrested in 
the basement of the Wellington School of High Achievement while engaged in a 
drug transaction with another student. A large amount of cocaine and three ounces 
of marijuana were taken from the Defendant at the time of his arrest. The 
Defendant denies the charges but offered no contrary evidence. 
After taking Judicial Notice that the local high school is named the Wellington 
School of High Achievement, the judge instructed the jury that in accordance with 
the law on Judicial Notice that “If you find that the defendant sold the drugs at the 
Wellington School, then I instruct you to find that the substance was sold in a 
school zone.” 
 
Judge’s ruling was? 
 
Permissible   Reasoning 
 
Impermissible 
 
 

SECTION THREE 

USE BACK OF PAGE IF NECESSARY 

What standard is used to determine if an expert may testify concerning scientific 

information: 

 _______________________________________________________________ 

 _______________________________________________________________ 

 _______________________________________________________________ 

 _______________________________________________________________ 

 _______________________________________________________________ 
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_______________________________________________________________ 

What is the only exception to the hearsay rule that requires the witness to be 

available to testify? 

_______________________________________________________________ 

 _______________________________________________________________ 

What is the best evidence rule? 

_______________________________________________________________ 

 _______________________________________________________________ 

 _______________________________________________________________ 

 _______________________________________________________________ 

 _______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 
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SECTION ONE 

Question 1 

 

 Plymouth was celebrating the 350th anniversary of its incorporation as a 

town in Massachusetts. The celebratory festivities included a parade around 

Plymouth’s downtown area. Jose and his family lived in Plymouth and went to 

watch the parade. While standing on the sidewalk, Jose noticed a drone with a 

video camera attached to it flying above the parade route. The drone was owned by 

Ryan. Ryan had recently purchased the drone from Hi Fly Drone Company. 

Ryan’s eight-year old son was operating the drone when it suddenly veered out of 

control, spiraling toward the crowd and hitting Jose. Jose has sued Ryan and Hi Fly 

Drone Company in Federal District Court. 
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 The following evidence was offered at trial over objection: 

 

a. Jose’s counsel asked the Judge to take judicial notice that operating a drone 

in the presence of people was a dangerous activity. 

b.  Jose’s counsel sought admission of a note, sent by Ryan to Jose, apologizing 

for the accident and offering to settle the matter for $5,000. 

c.  Jose’s counsel sought admission of the video taken by the drone when it 

 veered out of control and struck Jose. 

d. Ryan’s counsel sought admission of a newspaper article published shortly 

after the incident in which Jose was quoted as saying: “Accidents happen.  

 I’m just glad no one was hurt.” 

e. Ryan’s counsel called Ryan’s elderly neighbor to the stand to testify that  

 Ryan frequently mowed her lawn and made household repairs for her, and  

 that she had always observed him to be very careful and diligent in  

 ensuring that the work he performed was done safely. 

f. In anticipation of cross-examination by Jose’s counsel, Ryan’s counsel 

 sought, on direct examination, to elicit testimony from Ryan concerning a     

 statement Ryan made to police shortly after the accident. Ryan had told the  

 police that he, not his son, had been operating the drone. 

g. Hi Fly Drone Company offered testimony that the instruction booklet that  

 came with the drone contained a warning that the drone “should not be  

 operated by young children.” In response, Ryan testified that there was no  

 instruction booklet in the box when the drone was delivered. Hi Fly Drone  

 Company seeks to call one of its executives, who will testify concerning  

 Hi Fly Drone Company’s regular practice of inserting instruction booklets  

 in its boxes. 

h. On cross-examination Jose’s counsel asks Ryan about his conviction three 

years ago for misdemeanor larceny by trick.   

  

 How should the Court rule with respect to the admissibility of the evidence? 
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SECTION TWO  

 

Circle your answer and briefly respond in the space provided. 

 

QUESTION 1 

Christine sues Geneva’s Gateway Pub for injuries suffered in an automobile 

accident caused by Jess, a patron of Geneva’s Gateway Pub. Christine, who was a 

bit drunk herself at the time, claims that Jess drank too much alcohol at the pub 

before the accident. 

 

Christine calls her friend Devin to testify that she was in the pub that night 

and saw Jess drinking and Jenna looked “wicked drunk”. Devin’s testimony is… 

  

Admissible 

Inadmissible 

Why? 

QUESTION 2 

Martha  is charged with possession of cocaine with the intent to distribute. 

After the arresting officer testifies, the Government offers into evidence a properly 

authenticated notarized drug certificate from the State Police Crime Lab. The 

certificate shows that an analysis of the contents of the bag proved that it was 18 

grams of cocaine. Martha objects. The certificate is:  

 

Admissible 

Inadmissible 

Why? 
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QUESTION 3 

Chris sues White Horse Tavern for injuries suffered in car crash that 

happened on route 495 in Andover near the Massachusetts School of Law. Chris 

alleges that Connie, a patron of White Horse Tavern, caused the crash after 

consuming too much alcohol. Chris claims that Connie, while drowning her 

sorrows after grading her constitutional law examinations, drank too much liquor 

at the Tavern before the accident. 

 

Chris offers evidence that the owner of White Horse Tavern visited him the 

next night at Lahey Clinic and said, “don’t worry about these bills as we’ll pick up 

your medical expenses. I fired that bartender.”   

 

The statement that “I fired that bartender” is… 

 

Admissible 

     

Inadmissible 

 

Why? 

 

QUESTION 4 

 

Bill is charged with Grand Larceny in Federal Court. The Government offers 

evidence that in 2009, Bill forged checks and took $50,000 from the New England 

Home for Little Wanderers and then used that money to purchase a lakefront home 

in New Hampshire. Bill testifies denying he did it. In rebuttal the Government calls 

Nicole to testify that she lives in the same town  as Bill, knows his reputation and 

he is known in the community as an untruthful person.   

 

Admissible    

Inadmissible 

Why? 
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QUESTION 5 

Christian is charged with the murder of his girlfriend, Karen. Christian 

denies he committed the crime and claims he was in Las Vegas at the time the 

crime was committed. Christian takes the stand when  called by his own attorney 

and proposes to testify that on the night the murder took place he told his buddies 

at their card game, "I’m  leaving right from here to go to the airport as I’m taking 

the red eye to Vegas.” Christian’s testimony is… 

 

Admissible    

Inadmissible    

Why? 

QUESTION 6 

Plaintiff calls an expert witness who is an accident reconstruction expert to 

testify in a civil case seeking damages from the Defendant. The expert proposes to 

testify that the Defendant’s negligence caused the accident. The testimony is… 

 

Admissible     

Inadmissible 

Why? 

QUESTION 7 

The Defendant is charged in Federal Court with conspiracy to commit 

robbery and robbery. The Government calls Defendant’s ex-wife to testify that just 

after they were married the Defendant confided to her that 3 years ago he and his 

friend robbed his employer. Defendant objects. Wife’s testimony is… 

 

Admissible    

Inadmissible 

Why? 
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QUESTION 8 

Government charges Defendant with arson and Defendant denies 

committing the crime. The government then seeks to ask Defendant about his 2004 

criminal conviction for insurance fraud for which he received probation. The judge 

denies the Government’s inquiry. Judge’s ruling was… 

 

Permissible      

Impermissible 

Why? 

QUESTION 9 

Elizabeth was slightly injured in a routine car accident with a red SUV. Officers 

Kelsey and Chris were assigned the call and went there after serving a domestic 

abuse order at the other end of town.  When they got to where the accident took 

place, Rob, an eyewitness, told them that Katherine was driving the red SUV and 

ran the red light and smashed into Elizabeth’s car.  This information was recorded 

in their police report. Elizabeth sues Katherine. Elizabeth calls Officer Kelsey and 

asks Kelsey what Rob told her at the scene. That testimony is… 

 

Admissible    

 

Inadmissible 

 

Why? 

 

QUESTION 10 

Doctors at the Free Clinic treated victim for injuries received in a shooting. 

Later that week, Police Officer took a detailed written description of the person 

who shot victim from victim. Police Officer had victim sign it and date it. Victim 

appears at trial and identifies the Defendant as the shooter. Subsequently Police 

officer testifies and Government then seeks to offer the Victim’s written 

description into evidence. The document is… 
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Admissible     

Inadmissible 

Why? 

SECTION THREE 

USE BACK OF PAGE IF NECESSARY 

A present sense impression is: 

_______________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________                                                            

An excited utterance is: 

_______________________________________________________________  

 _______________________________________________________________ 

What test is used to determine if an expert may testify concerning scientific 

information: 

 _______________________________________________________________ 

 _______________________________________________________________ 

 _______________________________________________________________ 

 _______________________________________________________________ 

 _______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 
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What are the unavailability exceptions? 

_______________________________________________________________ 

 _______________________________________________________________ 

 _______________________________________________________________ 

 _______________________________________________________________ 

 _______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

What is the test to determine if a witness is competent to testify? 

_______________________________________________________________ 

 _______________________________________________________________ 

 _______________________________________________________________ 

 _______________________________________________________________ 

 _______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 
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SECTION ONE 

Evidence Essay Question 

Question 1 

Steven Smith was driving down Tremont Street in Boston, Massachusetts in a brand new Arak 

manufactured by Arak Electric Cars Inc. of Delaware and Detroit Michigan The Arak Steven Smith 

was driving was provided by his employer and owned by Devin Computers Inc.. The Arak collided 

with another car, driven by Jean Jones. Jean Jones died because of the injuries she sustained from 

the impact. At the time of her death, Jean was separated from Michael Jones, her spouse. Attorney 

was appointed the Personal Representative (Executor) of Jean Jones’s estate. 

 

The Federal Highway Safety Commission investigated complaints from Arak owners around the 

country that the Arak at low speeds would lose all battery power causing the loss of power steering 

and braking making it likely that the driver of the vehicle would be unable to control the vehicle. 

After an eight day hearing in Washington, D.C., in which testimony was provided by numerous lay 

and expert witness, the Commission ordered a recall of the vehicle until Arak installed a backup 

battery and low power alarm on the vehicle. A key piece of evidence offered at the hearing was a 

video prepared by a Physics expert from MIT, Dr. Doolittle, showing mechanically how the failure 

would occur at low speeds.  
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Attorney filed an action for wrongful death in Federal Court on behalf of Jean’s estate against 

Steven for negligence, against Devin Computers Inc. for negligent entrustment of its car to Steven 

and Arak for negligent design and manufacturing.  Steven Smith, Devin Computers Inc. and Arak’s 

answers raised various defenses. 

 

The parties offered following evidence at trial over objections: 

 

a. A certified copy of Steven’s conviction, two years prior to the accident, for Driving Under 

the Influence Causing Serious Bodily Injury that resulted in Steven being incarcerated for 9 months 

and his driver’s license being suspended for 5 years. 

 

b.  A certified copy of a deed to Devin Computers Inc.’s manufacturing plant, their major asset, 

signed over by Devin Computers Inc. to a nominee trust for $1 the week before Jean’s estate filed 

its action against Devin Computers Inc. 

 

c.  Testimony of Police Officer, who arrived at the scene of the accident, that Jean had been 

moaning and sobbing  before crying out “Why God did he have to run that red light. I’m dying, tell 

Michael he’s the best”, just before she died. 

 

d. Testimony of Michael that several days before the accident, Michael and Jean had a 

conversation in which Jean told Michael that she always loved him and intended to return to him, 

and that Michael agreed to reunite.  At that time, they made plans to go to Hawaii to reconcile the 

following month. 

 

e. A certified copy of Michael’s complaint for divorce in an action brought against Jean 

shortly before the accident, signed by Lawyer, Michael’s attorney. Among other things, the 

complaint alleged that Michael and Jean had last lived together over a year prior to the date of the 

filing of the complaint, that Jean had deserted and failed to support Michael and was unfaithful to 

him throughout their marriage. 

 

f.  Testimony of Witness, who had been standing on the sidewalk on Tremont  Street at the 

time of the accident, that Witness had seen Jean behind the steering wheel of the car before the 

collision, and that in Witness’s opinion, Jean was drunk and under the influence of drugs. 

 

g. A certified copy of a prior conviction of Jean for negligent operation of a motor vehicle. 

 

h. A video prepared by the Physics expert from MIT, Dr. Doolittle, showing mechanically how 

the failure would occur at low speeds. 

 

i. Josie Marta’s testimony at the Federal Highway Safety Commission hearing. Marta has 

since died but she testified that she investigated complaints from Arak owners around the country 

who all complained that the Arak at low speeds would lose all battery power causing the loss of 

power steering and braking and were unable to control the vehicle. 
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j. A request that the Court take Judicial Notice that Tremont Street in Boston where the 

accident occurred is a major roadway adjacent to the Boston Common. 

 

What rulings should the court make with respect to the admissibility of the above evidence? 

 
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SECTION TWO 

Circle your Ruling (Admissible or Inadmissible) and briefly explain it in the space provided. 

QUESTION 1 

Doctors at The Free Clinic treated Alex Courtney for injuries received in a shooting. Later that 

week, Officer Matt spoke to Alex who provided a detailed written description of the person who 

shot him. Officer Matt wrote his description down and then had Alex sign it and date it under the 

pains and penalty of perjury.  In that statement, Alex identifies the Defendant, John, as his assailant. 

Alex testifies at John’s trial and Government seeks to offer Alex’s original written description into 

evidence while Alex testifies and describes how it came about. The description is… 

Admissible     

Inadmissible 

Why? 

QUESTION 2 

Elizabeth was slightly injured in a routine car accident with a red SUV. Officers Kelsey and Chris 

were assigned the call and went there after serving a domestic abuse order at the other end of town.  

When they got to where the accident took place, Rob, an eyewitness, told them that Katherine was 

driving the red SUV and ran the red light and smashed into Elizabeth’s car.  This information was 

in their police report. Elizabeth sues Katherine. Elizabeth calls Officer Kelsey and asks Kelsey what 

Rob told her at the scene. That testimony is… 

Admissible    

Inadmissible 

Why? 

QUESTION 3 

Doug is charged with Grand Larceny in Federal Court. The Government offers evidence that in 

2009, Doug forged checks totaling $50,000 from the YMCA and then used that money to purchase 

a retreat in the White Mountains.  Doug testifies, denying he did it and was then extensively cross-

examined. He then calls his friend Beth who testified that Doug is known as a trustworthy 
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accountant and a truthful person.  In rebuttal the Government calls Karla to testify that she lives in 

the same town as Doug, knows his reputation and he is known in the community as a scammer, 

dishonest and untruthful person.   

Admissible    

Inadmissible 

Why? 

QUESTION 4 

Jason calls an expert witness who is an accident reconstruction expert to testify in a civil motor 

vehicle collision case seeking damages from Erin. After a foundation is established regarding the 

expert’s qualifications, the expert proposes to testify that Erin’s speeding caused the accident. The 

testimony is… 

Admissible     

Inadmissible 

Why? 

QUESTION 5 

The police charge Larry with the murder of his wife, Pat.  Larry denies he committed the crime and 

claims he was in Las Vegas at the time the crime was committed. When called by his attorney, 

Larry takes the stand and proposes to testify that on the night the murder took place he told his 

buddies at their card game, "I’m leaving right from here to go to the airport as I’m taking the red 

eye to Vegas.” Larry’s testimony is… 

Admissible    

Inadmissible    

Why? 

QUESTION 6 

Natalie sues the 99 restaurant for injuries suffered in car crash that happened on route 495 in 

Andover near the Massachusetts School of Law. Natalie alleges that Chris, a patron of the 99, 

caused the crash after consuming too much alcohol at the 99. Natalie claims that Chris, while 

drowning his sorrows after reviewing his law examinations, drank too much liquor at the 99 before 

the accident. 
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Natalie offers evidence that Maurice, the owner of the 99, visited her the next night at Mass. 

General Hospital and said, “Don’t worry about anything.  I’ll pay all your medical bills and give 

you $50,000 if you promise not to sue me.”  Maurice’s statement is…. 

Admissible 

Inadmissible 

Why 

QUESTION 7 

The Defendant, Greg, is charged in State Court with conspiracy to commit arson. The Government 

calls Greg’s new wife, Catherine, to testify that before they were married, Greg confided to her that 

he and his friend, Mike, burned the building down.  He told her that they did this because his boss 

was trying to get the insurance proceeds to save the business.  Greg objects. Her testimony is… 

Admissible    

Inadmissible 

Why? 

QUESTION 8 

David is charged with rape and testifies denying he committed the crime. The government then 

seeks to ask David about his 2005 criminal conviction for kidnapping. The judge denies the 

Government’s inquiry. Judge’s ruling was… 

Permissible      

Impermissible 

Why? 

QUESTION 9 

George is charged with possession of cocaine with the intent to distribute. After the arresting officer 

testifies establishing the chain of a study, the Government offers into evidence a properly 

authenticated notarized drug certificate from the State Police Crime Lab that was made in the 

ordinary course of the Crime Lab’s business.  The certificate shows that an analysis of the contents 

of the bag showed that it was 18 grams of cocaine. George objects. The certificate is:  

Admissible 

Inadmissible   Why? 
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QUESTION 10 

Nick sues Joanne’s Pub for injuries suffered in an automobile accident caused by Sarah, a patron of 

Joanne’s Pub. Nick, who was a bit drunk at the time, claims that Sarah drank too much alcohol at 

the pub before the accident. 

Nick calls Bob to testify that he knows Sara very well and she drinks like a fish and frequently is 

drunk. Bob’s testimony is… 

 Admissible 

Inadmissible 

Why? 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

USE BACK OF PAGE IF NECESSARY 

 

PART THREE 
A present sense impression is: 

 

_______________________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________________________                                                            

An excited utterance is: 

 

_______________________________________________________________  

 

 _______________________________________________________________ 

 

What test is used to determine if an expert may testify on scientific information: 

 

 _______________________________________________________________ 
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 _______________________________________________________________ 

 

 _______________________________________________________________ 

 

 _______________________________________________________________ 

 

 _______________________________________________________________ 

 

_______________________________________________________________ 

What are the unavailability exceptions? 

 

_______________________________________________________________ 

 

 _______________________________________________________________ 

 

 _______________________________________________________________ 

 

 _______________________________________________________________ 

 

 _______________________________________________________________ 

 

_______________________________________________________________ 
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What is the test to determine if a witness is competent to testify? 

 

_______________________________________________________________ 

 

 _______________________________________________________________ 

 

 _______________________________________________________________ 

 

 _______________________________________________________________ 

 

 _______________________________________________________________ 

 

_______________________________________________________________ 
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EVIDENCE     Exam Number 
MIDTERM FALL 2015  
Professor Coyne 
 

Fairness is what justice really is. 
 

Potter Stewart 
 

Use your examination number on the blue book and examination.  Write legibly 
and coherently.  You have 80 minutes to complete this examination.  Nothing other 
than a writing instrument is permitted at your desk or near your person.  Cellphones are 
to be powered off and placed at the front of the room with the rest of your personal 
items.  Violation of these rules constitutes misconduct and will be referred to the 
Disciplinary Committee. 
 

Your knowledge of the law, analysis of the issues and your clear expression of 
that analysis all contribute to your grade. 
              

PART ONE 

Question One 

Pierre Plainti of Boston, Massachusetts has been the leading goal scorer in 
the National Hockey League for the last ten years. At 39, he is among the oldest 
players in the NHL and he credits his incredible physical shape and productivity to 
his lifestyle, the work he has done with his trainer, Doc Vader of Phoenix, Arizona, 
and their development of their products called NeuroSafeBodyBetter or “NSBB”.  
 

NeuroSafeBodyBetter is a nutritional supplement that Plainti and Vader say 
prevents concussions, brain injuries, and some cancers while promoting overall 
health. The advertisements claim the use of NSBB along with PP1’s recommended 
“Cancer Cures” diet on a regular basis will allow others to perform as Plainti has 
and heal the body and mind. Over the last five years, the product has seen 
phenomenal growth especially at the high school and college level.  
 

Plainti believes in Vader's holistic and nutritional approach so completely 
that he entrusts his diet, training and lifestyle regimen to Vader. The two have also 
worked together to establish the PP1 Therapy Center — a so-called athletic 
preparation, health, recovery, nutrition and mental fitness facility located outside 
Healthy Choices Arena in Portland, Maine. PP1 Therapy Center is a subsidiary of 
PP1, Inc. 
 

PP1, Inc. of Delaware and Portland, Maine manufactures and markets NSSB. 
Pierre Plainti and Doc Vader are the President and Treasurer of PP1, Inc.  
 

Ward and William Winger, twin brothers from New London, Connecticut 
who played hockey at Boston College in Newton, Massachusetts purchased NSBB 
from their local GNC after seeing advertisements for NSBB on YouTube, as they 
were concerned about the effects of concussions from the many years of playing 
hockey. They used NSBB for two years buying it online and at GNC stores. Prior to 
the use of NSBB, they were both projected to be early round draft picks of NHL 
teams when they graduated from college in 2016, which would guarantee them 
significant income. 
 

In their senior year of college tragedy struck. Ward developed what his 
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doctor at Massachusetts General Hospital called a highly treatable form of brain 
cancer but Ward decided to forgo traditional chemotherapy and radiation treatment 
at MGH believing that NSBB would cure him. He died before graduating college. 
William continued to play hockey even after suffering multiple concussions while 
increasing his intake of NSBB. Playing with yet another concussion William, 
suffered a traumatic brain injury impairing his speech and motor skills. He is now 
unable to care for himself needing regular nursing assistance and help with his basic 
needs. 

 
When ESPN —the world’s television sports network-- recently asked Plainti 

to address Vader’s prior consent decree with the Food and Drug Administration and 
issues surrounding the Ward brothers he responded, “So we’re trying to provide 
people a different way of thinking, a different way than western medicine’s 
approach to treating the disease. We focus on eliminating the causes and curing 
disease and illness. I’m sorry but what’s past is past. We’re all gonna die 
sometime.” 
 

The estate of Ward Winger and William Winger sue Pierre Plainti, Doc 
Vader, and PP1, Inc. in United States District Court in Boston for fraud, breach of 
contract, products liability, and violations of various federal statutes dealing with 
the improper distribution of medicines, drugs, and fraud.  
 

What are the arguments each side should make concerning the admission or 
exclusion of the following items of evidence? How would you expect the Court to 
rule? 

 
1. Testimony that Pierre Plainti has been the leading goal scorer in the 

National Hockey League for the last ten years and at 39 he is among 
the oldest players in the NHL. He uses NeuroSafeBodyBetter every 
day in accordance with the recommended guidelines. 

2. Print advertisements and the YouTube video for 
NeuroSafeBodyBetter, which say that use of the products prevent 
concussions, brain injuries, and some cancers while promoting overall 
health.  

3. Video from the annual CancerCures rally at the PP1 Therapy Center at 
the Healthy Choices Arena in Portland, Maine, which 10,000 people 
attended showing numerous PP1 clients praising NSBB as having 
cured them of cancer, brain injuries, and sexual dysfunction problems.  

4. Deposition testimony from Ward Winger’s esteemed doctor at 
Massachusetts General Hospital, Devin Allis,   saying that Ward 
Winger’s cancer was highly treatable through traditional chemotherapy 
and radiation treatment. She further testified that had Ward pursued 
traditional treatment, he had an 85% chance of a complete recovery 
and playing hockey again. 

5. Still photographs and a day in the life video showing what William 
Winger’s typical day is now like and the assistance he needs to attend 
to his basic needs. 

6. A felony and two misdemeanor convictions evidencing  that Doc 
Vader was convicted of Felony Fraud in 2002, Driving Under the 
Influence in 2010 and Larceny by Trick in 2012. 

7. Numerous statements made by  Ward to William Winger throughout 
high school and college saying he was deeply depressed, that he didn’t 
want to live, and asking William to assist him with his plans for 
suicide. 
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8. Pierre Plainti’s statements to ESPN. 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 

 
 

PART TWO 
 

Circle your ruling and briefly explain your rationale.  Use the Federal rules. 
 
QUESTION 1 
 
 Ryan sues Gary for damage to his SUV that was stolen and burned.  Ryan 
calls Mirna to testify.  Mirna and Gary were lovers who were previously 
hospitalized on numerous occasions for substance abuse and mental health issues.  
Mirna is called to testify that she and Gary had been smoking crack all weekend and 
were as high as they’ve ever been when she saw Gary take Ryan’s SUV on a joy 
ride.  Gary objects to the proposed testimony.  The testimony is 
 
Admissible?     
Inadmissible? 
Reasoning_______________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
 
QUESTION 2 
 
 Angel is charged with bank fraud in connection with a mortgage loan he 
obtained.  He testifies and denied he did it.  The Government then seeks to ask 
Angel about his conviction in December of 2003 for embezzlement for which he 
served a year in jail.  The judge denies the Government’s inquiry.  Judge’s ruling 
was 
 
Permissible?     
Impermissible?    
Reasoning_______________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
QUESTION 3 
 
 Joann and Samson sue Kat Inc. for negligence as a result of a car accident.  
They call an expert witness in accident reconstruction, Dennis Julian. After 
testifying about his extensive qualifications, Julian proposes to testify and show a 
video reenactment of the accident that he prepared depicting the Defendant’s truck 
crossing into the Plaintiff’s lane of travel at an excessive speed.  Kat Inc. objects 
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arguing that the proposed reenactment was done in late September after the 
roadway had been repaired from the damage done from the accident and the crash 
under review took place in early July.  The Plaintiff’s proposed evidence is 
 
Admissible? 
Inadmissible?    
Reasoning_______________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
QUESTION 4 
 
 
 Government charges Jess with arson in Federal Court claiming that in 2012, 
while she was running Papa Pete’s Pizza, Jess burned the store down for the 
insurance proceeds.  Government calls two witnesses who saw Jess purchase 
gasoline that night and both testified to that fact.  As part of its case in chief, the 
Government also calls Karen to testify that she resides in Newburyport--the same 
town as Jess-- knows Jess’ reputation and she is known in the community as a 
dishonest person. 
 
Admissible? 
Inadmissible? 
Reasoning_______________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
QUESTION 5 
  

U.S. Government charges Jen, Steven and Audrey with possession of heroin 
with the intent to distribute for trying to sell heroin to undercover officer Corina 
Carson of A.T.F.  Jen and Audrey were with Steven when Steven told A.T.F. Agent 
Carson that the three of them were selling heroin to pay for law school, heroin was 
in the trunk of Jen’s car and if she wanted to buy the entire load it was $50,000.  At 
their trial, A.T.F. Agent Carson is called to testify regarding her conversation with 
Steven.  Carson’s testimony is: 
 
Admissible?   
Inadmissible?    
Reasoning_______________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
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PART THREE 
 
 
Any, Any, Any____________________________________________________ 
 
 
_________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Unless___________________________________________________________ 
                                                                                                                       
 
Or________________________________________________________________                        
                                         
 
Or______________________________________________________________ 
 
 
__________________________________________________________________                         
                                                               
 
Or it’s a prior ____________________________________________________       
 
 
And it is 
 
A.  ______________________________________________________________ 
 
     
B. ______________________________________________________________  
 
 
C. ______________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Under what circumstances can one use the unavailability exceptions to the hearsay role? 
 
 
1._______________________________________________________________ 
 
 
2.________________________________________________________________                          
                                  
 
3._______________________________________________________________  
 
 
4. _______________________________________________________________ 
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EVIDENCE     ID Number 
MIDTERM FALL 2014   
Professor Coyne 
 

Fairness is what justice really is. 
 

Potter Stewart 
 

  
Use your examination number on the examination.  Write legibly and 

coherently.  You have 80 minutes to complete this examination.  Nothing other than a 
writing instrument is permitted at your desk or near your person.  Cellphones are to be 
powered off and placed at the front of the room with the rest of your personal items.  
Violation of these rules constitutes misconduct and will be referred to the Disciplinary 
Committee. 
 

Your knowledge of the law, analysis of the issues and your clear expression of 
that analysis contribute to your grade. 
              
 
 

PART ONE 

Question One 

The Plaintiff, George Michael’s SUV careened off the road after he took the 

Attention Deficit Disorder drug Dexy. He suffered near fatal injuries. He had 

purchased the prescription at his local URDRUGSTORE. The injury occurred on 

April 1, 2012. His ex-wife, Natalie Michaels, was also injured in the crash. 

Michaels contends that the injuries resulted from the negligent distribution, 

manufacture and prescribing of a drug that was far too powerful with serious 

adverse side effects. He sued URDRUGSTORE, Johnson & Johnson 

Pharmaceuticals, the manufacturer of the drug and Dr. Tompkins, his treating 

physician. The Defendants all maintain that Mr. Michaels improperly used the drug. 

You are the trial attorney for the Plaintiff. Please discuss what you would do about 

the following: 

A.  Testimony from Sister Gabriela Fiori, an eyewitness to the event, who 

was driving the orphans that she takes care for the convent she oversees. She 

proposes to testify that she saw the car speeding down the highway weaving in and 
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out of traffic and then saw the accident. She says Mr. Michaels driving caused the 

crash. 

B.  Color photographs taken at the hospital by his lawyer showing a very 

badly bruised Mr. Michaels with one photo showing the stump from Mr. Michaels 

amputated hand. 

C.  Expert testimony prepared by the Defendants that they intend to offer 

that utilizes an animation as a reenactment of the crash showing Mr. Michaels’ 

SUV speeding and swerving into the other lane of traffic.  

D. Statements made by George Michaels to Holy Family hospital 

personnel that he knew he should not be driving that morning as he had been up all 

night partying at a strip club. 

E. Evidence that six years ago Mr. Michaels was convicted of mail fraud 

in a scheme to defraud Harvard Pilgrim Health Care. 

F. Testimony from Natalie Michaels that she saw George Michaels ingest 

six pills early that morning and he confided to her at that time that he “just wanted 

to end it all.” 

__________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

PART TWO 
 

Circle your ruling and briefly explain your rationale.  Use the Federal rules. 
 
QUESTION 1 
 
 Paul sues Wesley for damage to his motorboat.  Paul calls Grace to testify.  
Grace and Wesley previously lived together and had a very bitter breakup.  Grace is 
called to testify that she and Wesley had been smoking marijuana when Wesley 
tossed what was left of the joint towards the motorboat and the motorboat then 
exploded.  Wesley objects to the proposed testimony.  The testimony is 
 
Admissible?     
Inadmissible? 
Reasoning_______________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
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_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
 
QUESTION 2 
 
 Nick is charged with bank fraud in connection with a mortgage loan he 
obtained.  He testifies and denied he was the person responsible for the problem.  
The Government then seeks to ask Nick about his conviction in December of 2008 
for mail fraud.  The judge denies the Government’s inquiry.  Judge’s ruling was 
 
Permissible?     
Impermissible?    
Reasoning_______________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
QUESTION 3 
 
 Christina and Shawn sue Trucks Inc. for negligence as a result of a car 
accident.  They call an expert witness in accident reconstruction, Obed Lovely. 
After testifying about his extensive qualifications, Lovely proposes to testify and 
show a video reenactment of the accident that he prepared depicting the 
Defendant’s truck crossing into the Plaintiff’s lane of travel at an excessive speed.  
Trucks Inc. objects arguing that the proposed reenactment was done in late 
September after the guardrail had been repaired and the accident under review took 
place in early July.  The Plaintiff’s proposed evidence is 
 
Admissible? 
Inadmissible?    
Reasoning_______________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
QUESTION 4 
 
 
 Government charges Chris with Grand Larceny in Federal Court. In 2012, 
while he was working at Massachusetts Insurance Company, Chris forged three 
checks taking $100,000 from the Massachusetts Insurance Company. Government 
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found two witnesses who saw Chris write out the checks and cash them as part of 
his scheme. As part of its case in Chief, the Government calls Jeanne to testify that 
she resides in Newburyport--the same town as Chris-- knows his reputation and he 
is known in the community as a dishonest person. 
 
Admissible? 
Inadmissible? 
Reasoning_______________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
QUESTION 5 
  

U.S. Government charges Josie, Catherine and Angelo with conspiracy to 
distribute cocaine and possession of cocaine.  The three were found in a black 
Mercedes at Chili’s in Andover by Officer David Kant of A.T.F.  When the three 
were individually questioned outside Chili’s, Angelo told A.T.F. Agent Kant that 
the three of them were selling cocaine to pay for law school, the drugs were in the 
trunk, and if he would let them all go, they’d split the drugs and the $50,000 in cash 
in the trunk with him.  During an inventory search, the trunk was opened and the 
drugs were found.  At their trial, A.T.F. Agent Kant is called to testify regarding his 
conversation with Angelo.  The Agent’s testimony is: 
 
Admissible?   
Inadmissible?    
Reasoning_______________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 

 
 

USE BACK OF PAGE IF NECESSARY 
 

PART THREE 
 
 
Any, Any, Any____________________________________________________ 
 
 
_________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Unless___________________________________________________________ 
                                                                                                                       
 
Or________________________________________________________________                        
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Or______________________________________________________________ 
 
 
__________________________________________________________________                         
                                                               
 
Or it’s a prior ____________________________________________________       
 
 
And it is 
 
A.  ______________________________________________________________ 
 
     
B. ______________________________________________________________  
 
 
C. ______________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Under what circumstances can one use the unavailability exceptions? 
 
 
1._______________________________________________________________ 
 
 
2.________________________________________________________________                          
                                  
 
3._______________________________________________________________  
 
 
4. _______________________________________________________________ 
 
 
What are the unavailability exceptions to the hearsay rule? 
 
 
1. _______________________________________________________________ 
 
 
2. _______________________________________________________________ 
 
 
3. _______________________________________________________________ 
 
 
4. _______________________________________________________________ 
 
 
5.  _______________________________________________________________ 
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EVIDENCE 

PROFESSOR COYNE                                                         

FINAL EXAM FALL 2014 

 

ID# _________________________ 

 
Justice denied anywhere diminishes Justice everywhere.   

 

Martin Luther King Jr. 

 

Use your exam number on the exam and blue book.  Write legibly and 

coherently.  Nothing other than a writing instrument is allowed on your person 

or at or near your desk.  Cell phones must be powered off, and it is a disciplinary 

violation to have it on or near your person. 

 

You will be graded on your knowledge of the law, ability to analyze the issues 

and your treatment of the issues. 

 

Please take the time to think about and organize your answer.  Please do not just 

define the issue of law, but carefully apply it to the facts and clearly state what 

the ramifications of your conclusion are.  Please limit your essay answer to six 

pages and write on only one side of each page of your blue book. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

SECTION ONE 

Evidence Essay Question 

Question 1 

Steven Smith was driving down Tremont Street in Boston, Massachusetts in a brand new Arak 

manufactured by Arak Electric Cars Inc. of Delaware and Detroit Michigan The Arak Steven Smith 

was driving was provided by his employer and owned by Devin Computers Inc.. The Arak collided 

with another car, driven by Jean Jones. Jean Jones died because of the injuries she sustained from 

the impact. At the time of her death, Jean was separated from Michael Jones, her spouse. Attorney 

was appointed the Personal Representative (Executor) of Jean Jones’s estate. 

 

The Federal Highway Safety Commission investigated complaints from Arak owners around the 

country that the Arak at low speeds would lose all battery power causing the loss of power steering 

and braking making it likely that the driver of the vehicle would be unable to control the vehicle. 

After an eight day hearing in Washington, D.C., in which testimony was provided by numerous lay 

and expert witness, the Commission ordered a recall of the vehicle until Arak installed a backup 

battery and low power alarm on the vehicle. A key piece of evidence offered at the hearing was a 

video prepared by a Physics expert from MIT, Dr. Doolittle, showing mechanically how the failure 

would occur at low speeds.  
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Attorney filed an action for wrongful death in Federal Court on behalf of Jean’s estate against 

Steven for negligence, against Devin Computers Inc. for negligent entrustment of its car to Steven 

and Arak for negligent design and manufacturing.  Steven Smith, Devin Computers Inc. and Arak’s 

answers raised various defenses. 

 

The parties offered following evidence at trial over objections: 

 

a. A certified copy of Steven’s conviction, two years prior to the accident, for Driving Under 

the Influence Causing Serious Bodily Injury that resulted in Steven being incarcerated for 9 months 

and his driver’s license being suspended for 5 years. 

 

b.  A certified copy of a deed to Devin Computers Inc.’s manufacturing plant, their major asset, 

signed over by Devin Computers Inc. to a nominee trust for $1 the week before Jean’s estate filed 

its action against Devin Computers Inc. 

 

c.  Testimony of Police Officer, who arrived at the scene of the accident, that Jean had been 

moaning and sobbing  before crying out “Why God did he have to run that red light. I’m dying, tell 

Michael he’s the best”, just before she died. 

 

d. Testimony of Michael that several days before the accident, Michael and Jean had a 

conversation in which Jean told Michael that she always loved him and intended to return to him, 

and that Michael agreed to reunite.  At that time, they made plans to go to Hawaii to reconcile the 

following month. 

 

e. A certified copy of Michael’s complaint for divorce in an action brought against Jean 

shortly before the accident, signed by Lawyer, Michael’s attorney. Among other things, the 

complaint alleged that Michael and Jean had last lived together over a year prior to the date of the 

filing of the complaint, that Jean had deserted and failed to support Michael and was unfaithful to 

him throughout their marriage. 

 

f.  Testimony of Witness, who had been standing on the sidewalk on Tremont  Street at the 

time of the accident, that Witness had seen Jean behind the steering wheel of the car before the 

collision, and that in Witness’s opinion, Jean was drunk and under the influence of drugs. 

 

g. A certified copy of a prior conviction of Jean for negligent operation of a motor vehicle. 

 

h. A video prepared by the Physics expert from MIT, Dr. Doolittle, showing mechanically how 

the failure would occur at low speeds. 

 

i. Josie Marta’s testimony at the Federal Highway Safety Commission hearing. Marta has 

since died but she testified that she investigated complaints from Arak owners around the country 

who all complained that the Arak at low speeds would lose all battery power causing the loss of 

power steering and braking and were unable to control the vehicle. 
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j. A request that the Court take Judicial Notice that Tremont Street in Boston where the 

accident occurred is a major roadway adjacent to the Boston Common. 

 

What rulings should the court make with respect to the admissibility of the above evidence? 

 
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SECTION TWO 

Circle your Ruling (Admissible or Inadmissible) and briefly explain it in the space provided. 

QUESTION 1 

Doctors at The Free Clinic treated Alex Courtney for injuries received in a shooting. Later that 

week, Officer Matt spoke to Alex who provided a detailed written description of the person who 

shot him. Officer Matt wrote his description down and then had Alex sign it and date it under the 

pains and penalty of perjury.  In that statement, Alex identifies the Defendant, John, as his assailant. 

Alex testifies at John’s trial and Government seeks to offer Alex’s original written description into 

evidence while Alex testifies and describes how it came about. The description is… 

Admissible     

Inadmissible 

Why? 

QUESTION 2 

Elizabeth was slightly injured in a routine car accident with a red SUV. Officers Kelsey and Chris 

were assigned the call and went there after serving a domestic abuse order at the other end of town.  

When they got to where the accident took place, Rob, an eyewitness, told them that Katherine was 

driving the red SUV and ran the red light and smashed into Elizabeth’s car.  This information was 

in their police report. Elizabeth sues Katherine. Elizabeth calls Officer Kelsey and asks Kelsey what 

Rob told her at the scene. That testimony is… 

Admissible    

Inadmissible 

Why? 

QUESTION 3 

Doug is charged with Grand Larceny in Federal Court. The Government offers evidence that in 

2009, Doug forged checks totaling $50,000 from the YMCA and then used that money to purchase 

a retreat in the White Mountains.  Doug testifies, denying he did it and was then extensively cross-

examined. He then calls his friend Beth who testified that Doug is known as a trustworthy 
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accountant and a truthful person.  In rebuttal the Government calls Karla to testify that she lives in 

the same town as Doug, knows his reputation and he is known in the community as a scammer, 

dishonest and untruthful person.   

Admissible    

Inadmissible 

Why? 

QUESTION 4 

Jason calls an expert witness who is an accident reconstruction expert to testify in a civil motor 

vehicle collision case seeking damages from Erin. After a foundation is established regarding the 

expert’s qualifications, the expert proposes to testify that Erin’s speeding caused the accident. The 

testimony is… 

Admissible     

Inadmissible 

Why? 

QUESTION 5 

The police charge Larry with the murder of his wife, Pat.  Larry denies he committed the crime and 

claims he was in Las Vegas at the time the crime was committed. When called by his attorney, 

Larry takes the stand and proposes to testify that on the night the murder took place he told his 

buddies at their card game, "I’m leaving right from here to go to the airport as I’m taking the red 

eye to Vegas.” Larry’s testimony is… 

Admissible    

Inadmissible    

Why? 

QUESTION 6 

Natalie sues the 99 restaurant for injuries suffered in car crash that happened on route 495 in 

Andover near the Massachusetts School of Law. Natalie alleges that Chris, a patron of the 99, 

caused the crash after consuming too much alcohol at the 99. Natalie claims that Chris, while 

drowning his sorrows after reviewing his law examinations, drank too much liquor at the 99 before 

the accident. 
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Natalie offers evidence that Maurice, the owner of the 99, visited her the next night at Mass. 

General Hospital and said, “Don’t worry about anything.  I’ll pay all your medical bills and give 

you $50,000 if you promise not to sue me.”  Maurice’s statement is…. 

Admissible 

Inadmissible 

Why 

QUESTION 7 

The Defendant, Greg, is charged in State Court with conspiracy to commit arson. The Government 

calls Greg’s new wife, Catherine, to testify that before they were married, Greg confided to her that 

he and his friend, Mike, burned the building down.  He told her that they did this because his boss 

was trying to get the insurance proceeds to save the business.  Greg objects. Her testimony is… 

Admissible    

Inadmissible 

Why? 

QUESTION 8 

David is charged with rape and testifies denying he committed the crime. The government then 

seeks to ask David about his 2005 criminal conviction for kidnapping. The judge denies the 

Government’s inquiry. Judge’s ruling was… 

Permissible      

Impermissible 

Why? 

QUESTION 9 

George is charged with possession of cocaine with the intent to distribute. After the arresting officer 

testifies establishing the chain of a study, the Government offers into evidence a properly 

authenticated notarized drug certificate from the State Police Crime Lab that was made in the 

ordinary course of the Crime Lab’s business.  The certificate shows that an analysis of the contents 

of the bag showed that it was 18 grams of cocaine. George objects. The certificate is:  

Admissible 

Inadmissible   Why? 
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QUESTION 10 

Nick sues Joanne’s Pub for injuries suffered in an automobile accident caused by Sarah, a patron of 

Joanne’s Pub. Nick, who was a bit drunk at the time, claims that Sarah drank too much alcohol at 

the pub before the accident. 

Nick calls Bob to testify that he knows Sara very well and she drinks like a fish and frequently is 

drunk. Bob’s testimony is… 

 Admissible 

Inadmissible 

Why? 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

USE BACK OF PAGE IF NECESSARY 

 

PART THREE 
A present sense impression is: 

 

_______________________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________________________                                                            

An excited utterance is: 

 

_______________________________________________________________  

 

 _______________________________________________________________ 

 

What test is used to determine if an expert may testify on scientific information: 

 

 _______________________________________________________________ 
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 _______________________________________________________________ 

 

 _______________________________________________________________ 

 

 _______________________________________________________________ 

 

 _______________________________________________________________ 

 

_______________________________________________________________ 

What are the unavailability exceptions? 

 

_______________________________________________________________ 

 

 _______________________________________________________________ 

 

 _______________________________________________________________ 

 

 _______________________________________________________________ 

 

 _______________________________________________________________ 

 

_______________________________________________________________ 
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What is the test to determine if a witness is competent to testify? 

 

_______________________________________________________________ 

 

 _______________________________________________________________ 

 

 _______________________________________________________________ 

 

 _______________________________________________________________ 

 

 _______________________________________________________________ 

 

_______________________________________________________________ 
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